Interpersonal Coordination Performance Social Systems Routledge
9 theoretical perspectives on interpersonal coordination ... - social contexts, are used as a task vehicle for
presenting these theoretical ... interpersonal coordination and performancedb 129 17/02/2016 14:15 taylor &
francis not coordination matters: interpersonal synchrony influences ... - interpersonal synchrony,
coordination, problem solving, social interaction, collaboration 1. introduction daily life involves many
goal-directed social interactionsÃ¢Â€Â”complex activities that present a challenge to even the most sophisticated
agent. one key to reduc-ing such complexity is coordination. by coordinating with others, we routinely
coordination and collective performance: cooperative goals ... - interpersonal coordination are also implicated
in eÃ¯Â¬Â€ective joint performance. for instance,abney et al.(2015)reported that performance on a joint
tower-building task was improved when partnersÃ¢Â€Â™ body movements were loosely coupled. although
assigned to distinct task-speciÃ¯Â¬Â•c roles and being freely available musical ensemble performance: a
theoretical framework and ... - musical ensemble performance: a theoretical framework and empirical findings
on ... (anticipation, attention, and adaptation), social-psychologi-cal factors (personality), and the
performerÃ¢Â€Â™s knowledge about the music and familiarity with co-performers. ... in our studies of ensemble
performance, interpersonal coordination was measured at the ... in press. in p. passos, j. y. chow, & k. davids
(eds ... - affordances and interpersonal coordination 1 affordances and interpersonal coordination ... (eds.),
interpersonal coordination and performance in social systems (chapter 14). london: routledge. journal of
experimental social psychology - interpersonal coordination mentalizing perspective taking mind perception ...
chronously or asynchronously with others in a musical performance task. in experiment 1, we found that
synchrony, as compared to asynchrony, increased self-reported tendencies and abilities for considering others' ...
journal of experimental social psychology 74 (2018 ... interpersonal coordination tendencies shape 1-vs-1 sub
... - coordination in social neurobiological systems has shown that non-physical interpersonal coordination occurs
as individuals subtly adapt movement vari-ables such as movement displacement trajectories and personal
velocity levels to create space and time. non-physical interpersonal coordination tendencies 18 social
coordination of verbal and nonverbal behaviours - 18 social coordination of verbal and nonverbal behaviours
alexandra paxton, rick dale and daniel c. richardson social coordination of verbal and non-verbal behaviours
interpersonal coordination is key to our everyday experiences. this is apparent in iconic acts of coordination like
dancing, but even everyday communication is 1 interpersonal coordination in biological systems - 1
interpersonal coordination in biological systems ... interpersonal coordination and performancedb 3 21/03/2016
12:24 taylor & francis not for distribution. 4 kevin w. rio and william h. warren ... 2008), or the social factors that
bind two people together while having a social anxiety disrupts interpersonal coordination during ... - ii social
anxiety and interpersonal coordination important considerations for moving forward 21 unfix social interactions
21 measure behaviour in context 22 investigate the behaviours most likely to contaminate social interactions 22
clarify the concepts under investigation. 23 reconsider the social Ã¢Â€Â˜performanceÃ¢Â€Â™ paradigm 25
autistic traits affect interpersonal motor coordination by ... - interpersonal coordination. to distinguish
between so-cial interactive performance and baseline level of motor, perceptual, and executive abilities, we used a
newly developed non-social task in which participants had to coordinate their reach-to-grasp movements with a
non-biological stimulus. participants lost in the rhythm: effects of rhythm on subsequent ... - none of them
assessed if the effects of rhythm on interpersonal coordination and social behavior can (a) extend beyond the
period of listening and (b) manifest in tasks unrelated to an auditory stimulus. in other words, if rhythm remains
an ... successful performance on the labyrinth task demands movements of an aperiodic nature,
high-maintenance interaction: inefficient social ... - high-maintenance interaction: inefficient social
coordination impairs self-regulation eli j. finkel ... (study 1) and (b) task performance (anagram performance in
study 1, graduate record exam performance in studies 2 and 3, physical stamina in study 4, and fine ... cient social
coordination on interpersonal tasks (e.g., cooking with mindful attraction and synchronization: mindfulness
and ... - additionally, the mindful group showed a physiological matching in the closeness of their heart rate. these
results suggest that mindfulness, when present, can regulate coordination dynamics and increase interpersonal
synchronicity. key words: synchrony, synchronicity, mindfulness, interpersonal coordination, coordination
dynamics
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